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10/22/20 at 3453.49.

We have "800" phone update that cost $6.00 per call, and billed to a credit card. Call (1-970-586-4760) for sign up.
We update Eastern Time at 9:45 and 4:10. Question? Call (402) 413-0980.

There is evidence that a pull back to 350 SPY may not be in the cards (see page two). If there is going to be a pull
back it should be this week. Yesterday we said, “A “panic day” on the chart above refers to the panic in the Tick
and trin on 11/30 (ticks close -270 and trin close 1.60). “Panic days” produce a support level (in this case around
the 360 SPY range) and if market tests that area again and another panic readings are recorded by the tick and trin
than support is indicated. This is the week before option expiration where whipsaws are common. Intermediate
term is bullish but short term leans bearish. Possible support could develop near the 360 SPY range.” There is not
a whole lot to add to the above another then Today’s rally to new high came are reduced volume and bearish sign.
Staying neutral for the short term and bullish intermediate term. Join us on twitter. @OrdOracle
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The chart above goes back to 2002. The chart shows the times when “Stock above their 150 day average” >87%
(like now) the pull backs where minimal. “Stocks above 150 day average” weaken first before a larger pull back
commences and that is not happen here, at least not yet. Looking at 2003 period (red circle) the “Stocks above 150
day average” stayed mostly above 85% and the SPX had near a pull back and the same goes for 2009 (second red
circle). At one point we where looking for a pull back to the 3500 SPX range but with the continued strength in the
“Stocks above 150 day average” holding above 85%, it suggests a worst case scenario for a pull back is to 3600
SPX range. Another note, this week is the weakest of the December weeks and if there is going to be a pull back it
should be this week. Join us on twitter. @OrdOracle
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Here is a little more confirmation that GDX may have turned the corner to the upside. The bottom window is the 50
day average of the Up Down Volume percent. When this indicator is making higher lows as GDX is making lower
lows a bullish divergence is present (Check) and when it close above “0” (check again) it suggests the bottom may
be in. Next window ups is the 50 day average of the Advance/Decline Percent. Same there here, when this
indicators is making higher lows as GDX is making lower lows a bullish divergence is present (check) and when
this indicator closes above “0” it suggests the bottom may be in (check). Long GDX on 10/9/20 at 40.78.
www.ord-oracle.com. New Book release "The Secret Science of Price and Volume" by Timothy Ord, buy
www.Amazon.com.
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